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Revolutionary or stifling?
When BPS Fellow Chris Chambers and
Marcus Munafo wrote to the Guardian in
June calling for the introduction of study
pre-registration across the life sciences,
they were responding to the growing
sense that something needs to be done to
clean up our science.
Psychologist readers will know why.
The last few years have witnessed
isolated but shocking cases of research
fraud; a run of failed replications of key
findings in social psychology; a survey of
psychologists in which an overwhelming
majority admitted indulging in
questionable research practices
(tinyurl.com/boynfxk); and a growing
awareness of the problematic file-draw
effect, whereby null results never see
the light of day. These issues are not

HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE
Are you interested in health and social care
and committed to public protection? The
Health and Care Professions Council is
currently recruiting for Council members as
it moves to a smaller structure. The deadline
for applications is 23 September.
I For more information, see
tinyurl.com/m5esnft

restricted to psychology,
Psychophysics; and
but psychologists have
Perspectives on
been at the forefront of
Psychological Science
initiatives to improve
have launched
the scientific method,
Registered Reports and
including Brian Nosek’s
similar pre-registration
launch of the Center for
formats.
Open Science, which
But now the mood
supports preof consensus has
registration.
dipped with an article
In their letter,
published in the Times
Chambers (Cardiff
Higher Education
University) and Munafo
Supplement in July by
(University of Bristol)
Sophie Scott, deputy
argued that the
director of the Institute of
Chris Chambers – ‘the whiff Cognitive Neuroscience at
widespread introduction
of revolution is in the air’
of the option of journal
UCL. She says the call for
publication by prepre-registered reports
registration – with
must be resisted because
papers judged and accepted by reviewers the format will stifle scientific freedom.
based on their methods prior to dataSpeculative analysis of findings will be
collection – would help address many
more difficult, she says, and reviewers
of the problems currently plaguing
will be more tempted than ever to judge
scientific research. Their list of 80
submitted research based on reputation.
co-signatories included some of
She adds that researchers will be tied
psychology’s leading lights – Dorothy
into publication with a particular journal
Bishop, Jon Simons, Sergio Della Sala,
prior to data collection, robbing them of
Daniel Simons to name but a few –
the chance to choose their favoured
giving a strong impression that the wider outlet on the basis of their results.
community backed this plan. So far the
‘If we allow to pass uncontested the
journals Cortex (where Chambers is an
claim that the pre-registration model is
editor); Attention Perception and
a gold standard,’ she wrote, ‘we will

New takes on prisoners’ dilemmas
It’s amazing really that no one
has thought to do this before.
More than 60 years after it was
developed, researchers at the
University of Hamburg have
taken the Prisoner’s Dilemma –
a classic test of cooperation
and defection – into a prison
and observed the performance
of female inmates (Journal of
Economic Behavior &
Organization: tinyurl.com/
pzhnjfj).
The dilemma involves two
prisoners deciding in isolation
whether to confess or to
accuse their partner. They are
told in advance that if both
confess they get one year each;
if both accuse the other, they
get two years each; and if one
accuses and the other
confesses, the accuser goes free
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while the confessor gets three
years. The mutually optimal
option is for both parties to
confess.
At the penitentiary for
women in Vechta, Germany,
Menusch Khadjavi and
Andreas Lange used a version
of the dilemma involving
coffee and tobacco rewards
with 90 inmates and found
that 56 per cent chose to
confess (the cooperative

option). Yet when they tested
female students at Hamburg
University using euros as
rewards, this figure was only
37 per cent. ‘Inmates are
therefore able to better solve
their classical dilemma
situation than students,’ the
researchers said, ‘on average
one can expect inmates to
mutually cooperate in 30 per
cent of cases, while only 13
per cent of students’ pairs fully
cooperate.’
The researchers also tested
a sequential version of the
dilemma in which first one
player makes their choice, and
then the second player is told
of this decision and reacts
accordingly. In this version,
more ‘first move’ students
actually went for the

cooperative option as
compared with prisoners.
However, both ‘second move’
prisoners and students were
equally likely to respond to
a cooperative partner by
reciprocating in kind.
Speculatively, the
researchers said their results
suggest ‘criminal behaviour
does not appear to be a selfselection process by which
purely self-interested
individuals are more likely to
commit crimes than socially
oriented individuals.’ The
results were unaffected by
controlling for a raft of socioeconomic variables, with one
odd exception. Coffee drinkers
were more cooperative than
non-coffee drinkers – Khadjavi
and Lange have no idea why. CJ
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ROYAL SOCIETY AWARD
permit the denigration of the vast
majority of great research and allow
a number of serious constraints to be
placed on it.’
Scott is not alone in these fears.
On her lab’s website she’s published
contributions from many concerned
psychologists, including such luminaries
as Tim Shallice, Essi Viding, Patrick
Haggard, Uta Frith, and Geraint Rees,
among others. ‘In neuropsychology,’
wrote Shallice, ‘pre-registration would
be disastrous… One study I was
involved in took five years to collect
what we then pragmatically decided
were enough patients (42 frontals); does
one have to publish one’s hypotheses six
years in advance?’
Viding expressed a concern shared
by others about the means by which this
issue was being debated – in the media,
rather than within the scientific
community. ‘Media has unsurprisingly
jumped on this,’ she wrote, ‘as it makes
a juicy story to allude that if scientists
do not sign up for this motion, it is
likely to be because they have a bunch
of dodgy methods to hide.’
Haggard acknowledged preregistration may help address issues

of low power and poor methodology
in psychology, but he said it was
inappropriate in many other areas:
‘Pre-reg may help to provide rigorous
answers to questions of important
societal concern, like “Does intervention
X work?”,’ he wrote. ‘But, as scientists,
we also have to think outside the box.
We need ways of working which allow
interventions Y and Z, which may not
yet have even been thought of, to see
the light of day.’
Chambers told us the concerns
raised by Scott and others were
understandable, ‘even if they are based
on misreading or failing to read our
proposal’. He added that the first preregistration submissions to Cortex are
progressing smoothly and efficiently,
and that he and others are currently
negotiating with a large and well-known
family of journals to launch Registered
Reports. They are also in talks with
funding agencies to incorporate the preregistration process into grants. ‘After
50 years of stagnation in scientific
publishing and a research culture that
has relied on questionable practices to
sell science, the whiff of revolution is
in the air,’ Chambers said. CJ

Lunar sleep patterns
For centuries myths have swirled like clouds around the possibility that the full
moon affects the human psyche. According to a new small study by researchers in
Switzerland, one influence is real – at or near full moon, they found that people’s
sleep is affected. Their participants slept for less time
(20 minutes on average) around full moon; took five
minutes longer than average to fall asleep; and they
experienced a 30 per cent decrease in deep sleep, as
revealed by the brain’s electrical activity (Current Biology:
tinyurl.com/mngf5wn).
Crucially, these influences can’t be due to increased
light at full moon because the data were collected in
a sealed sleep laboratory. Also, we can safely assume no
influence of experimenter effects because the data were
analysed retrospectively. Christian Cajochen and his
colleagues admitted, ‘We just thought of it after a drink
in a local bar one evening at full moon, years after the
study [and data collection] was completed.’
The results are based on two nights’ worth of sleep
data collected from 17 healthy young volunteers
(average age 25; nine women); and 16 healthy older
volunteers (average age 65; eight women). As well as the effects on objective measures
of sleep, the participants also felt they’d slept less well at or near full moon, and their
melatonin levels were lower.
Cajochen and his team think their results provide tentative evidence that humans
have a circalunar rhythm ‘reminiscent of other endogenous rhythms such as the
circadian (daily) and circannual (seasonal) rhythms.’ CJ

read discuss contribute at www.thepsychologist.org.uk

Sarah-Jayne Blakemore at UCL has been
honoured with the 2013 Rosalind Franklin
Award by the Royal Society. The prize exists
to support the promotion of women in
science and the winner is expected to use
a proportion of the attached grant of £30,000
implementing a project towards that end.
Professor Blakemore is a former winner
of the British Psychological Society’s own
Doctoral Award and Spearman Medal.

APA GOLD AWARD
Professor Elizabeth Loftus, famed for her
research into false memories, is the 2013
recipient of the American Psychological
Association’s Gold Award for Life
Achievement in the Science of Psychology.
The APA said: ‘Her imaginative and rigorous
research has had a profound impact on the
field of psychology, on scholars outside the
field, and on the administration of justice
around the world.’ Professor Loftus is based
at the University of California, Irvine, and a
member of The Psychologist’s International
Panel of experts.

INTERNATIONAL
NEUROETHICS SOCIETY
Chartered Psychologist and Associate Fellow
of the Society Professor Barbara Sahakian
has been elected President of the
International Neuroethics Society (INS).
The mission of the INS is ‘to promote the
development and responsible application of
neuroscience through interdisciplinary and
international research, education, outreach
and public engagement for the benefit of
people of all nations, ethnicities, and
cultures’. Sahakian, a professor of clinical
neuropsychology at Cambridge University,
will take up her post in February 2014 for
a two-year term.

BEATING THE BULLIES
The Beat Bullying charity group has launched
the new MindFull charity and website to
provide online advice and counselling
support to 11- to 17-year-olds:
www.mindfull.org. The initiative is supported
by Chartered Psychologist Tanya Byron.
‘Teenagers naturally look to the internet as a
source of information and advice, so that’s
where we need to be in order to help the
hundreds of thousands of young people who
are currently getting no support,’ she said.
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Dementia rates falling in the UK
With a rapidly ageing
population, doom-laden
predictions about the
inexorable rise in dementia
have become all too
familiar. Refreshingly, this
trend was broken in July
with some rare good news.
Researchers led by Fiona
Matthews and representing
the Medical Research
Council Cognitive
Function and Ageing
Collaboration reported
that rates of dementia were
lower in a cohort assessed
between 2008 and 2011,
compared with a similar
cohort tested between 1989
and 1994 (The Lancet:
tinyurl.com/kedsmkj).
Estimates from the early More people are living to older
ages with better overall
data, based on interviews
with over 7000 people aged functioning
over 65 living in
Cambridgeshire, Newcastle and had dementia in the UK at that
Nottingham indicated that it
time. Factoring in population
was likely that 664,000 people
changes it was predicted then

that this number would have
risen by now to 884,000.
However, new interviews and
assessments over the last few
years with thousands more
people in the same English
regions led researchers to
estimate that 670,000 people
now have dementia in the UK
– 214,000 fewer than expected
based on the early data, and
representing a decrease in
prevalence from 8.3 per cent
to 6.5 per cent.
The researchers speculated
that factors such as improved
education and cardiovascular
disease prevention could
have contributed to the
apparent reduction in rates
of dementia. In a commentary
on the new findings
(tinyurl.com/mtpn6s3), Sube
Banerjee, the former joint lead
of England’s Dementia Strategy,
said the results were
‘unequivocally good news’ and
testament to the effectiveness of

prevention strategies. However,
he warned that the positive
trend may not pass to
successive generations,
especially given increased rates
of obesity. He also provided
some perspective – ‘Even with
a small decrease in incidence
and prevalence, population
ageing will still double the
numbers with dementia
worldwide in the next
generation.’
In related news, a Danish
study led by Kaare Christensen
compared the cognitive
functioning of 1584 people
aged over 95 tested in 2010
with the functioning of over
two thousand 93-year-olds
tested in 1998, finding that
the contemporary cohort
were superior performers (The
Lancet: tinyurl.com/l9pppq5).
This suggests ‘more people are
living to older ages with better
overall functioning’, the
researchers said. CJ

Grappling with the placebo problem
Intervention studies in psychology are
afflicted by a ‘pernicious and pervasive’
problem, namely the failure to adequately
control for the placebo effect. That’s
according to a team led by Walter Boot
at Florida State University. Writing in
Perspectives on Psychological Science they
lament the way psychologists frequently
claim the effectiveness of interventions
without ensuring that participants’
expectations for improvement are
matched across the treatment and control
conditions (tinyurl.com/pe9th64).
‘The lack of masked condition
assignment in psychological interventions
[i.e. participants know what treatment
they’re receiving] is not a minor
inconvenience,’ write Boot and co.,
‘it is a fundamental design flaw, and
experimenters have an obligation to test
for the possible consequences of these
design limitations.’
As a case study, Boot and his
colleagues focus on claims that playing
video games can give rise to a range of
cognitive benefits. Typically one ‘treatment’
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group will play an action video game such
they would expect greater gains in
as Unreal Tournament while a control
attention and multitasking compared with
group will play a puzzle
participants who watched the
game like Tetris. Greater
Tetris puzzle game. In contrast,
post-game improvements in
those who saw the Tetris clips
attention and multitasking
were more likely to say they
in the treatment group
expected gains on a story
compared with the control
memory task.
group are frequently
In other words,
attributed to the effect of
participants with and without
playing an action game.
video game experience held
A problem with this
differential expectations about
interpretation is that playing
the likely effects of action and
action games may lead to
puzzle games. Any observed
Differences could be
differential expectations of
differences in the effects of
related to expectations
cognitive improvements
playing these games could
rather than to content
compared with playing a
therefore be attributable
puzzle game.
to expectations rather than
Boot and his colleagues tested this
to the content of the games themselves.
possibility by showing hundreds of naive
Consistent with this interpretation, the
and experienced participants clips from
participants’ expectations matched the
either an action or puzzle game and then
pattern of findings in the video-gaming
teaching them about the kinds of tests
literature. Psychologists should aim to
used to measure cognitive performance.
eliminate or at least measure these
Participants who watched the clips from
expectancy effects, said the researchers,
the Unreal Tournament action game said
but ‘no published study has done so.’
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Spirituality project
The RSA in London has
announced the launch of a
new project out of its
Social Brain Centre that
will be focused on
spirituality. ‘We are
examining how new
scientific understandings
of human nature might
help us reconceive the
nature and value of
spiritual perspectives,

practices and experiences,’
says the Centre director
Jonathan Rowson on the
organisation’s website.
A series of workshops
and public events are
planned in due course,
with a final report
published in 2014.
‘We do not want to
collapse our deliciously
difficult existential and

Boot’s team gave other examples of
fields where the placebo effect is not
adequately controlled – including
computerised brain training; daily
expressive writing; and internet therapy.
They acknowledge it can be challenging to
find ways to match expectations and they
highlight some methods that can help,
including: using a countermand design
in which participants are told to expect
benefits only after a specified amount of
the intervention; or using component
control – different manipulations are
applied together and then subtracted one at
a time (this brings similarity in experience
to the intervention groups and helps
control expectations).
‘We are hopeful that, with better
designs and better checks on placebo
effects, future research will provide
more compelling evidence for the
effectiveness of interventions,’ the authors
concluded.
In related news, researchers led by Jian
Kong at Massachusetts General Hospital
and Harvard Medical School have

ethical issues into
psychological and
sociological concepts,’
writes Rowson in an
accompanying essay
in the RSA’s quarterly
journal. ‘The point is
rather to explore the
provenance of those
questions and experiences
with fresh intellectual
resources.’ CJ

compared with pain-relieving effects
of several placebo treatments on the
same participants (PLoS One:
tinyurl.com/opng3ve). Each volunteer
had their pain sensitivity tested before
and after taking placebo pills (described
as Tylenol); receiving real and sham
acupuncture; exposure to the cue word
‘high’ or ‘low’ (pain); and a no-treatment
rest-based control condition. The
treatments and assessments were spread
out over several days.
Overall, pills, genuine acupuncture
and the low-pain visual cue all had an
analgesic effect. But crucially, there was
no correlation in the size of the analgesic
effect experienced by participants across
placebo treatments. In other words,
a person’s response in one condition did
not predict their likelihood of responding
in another. ‘It implies that placebo
responses may not be dependent on stable
individual traits,’ said Kong, ‘but rather are
more a characteristic of the circumstances
of individuals or a combination of both
trait and state.’ CJ

read discuss contribute at www.thepsychologist.org.uk

The ESRC has launched a pilot of a new
Urgency Grants Mechanism to allow them
to provide funding to respond to urgent or
unforeseen events where there is a strong
case for immediate research. Examples of
such events are the UK riots in 2011 or a
natural disaster. Outline proposals must be
submitted prior to making a full application.
I tinyurl.com/ljgzun9
The John Templeton Foundation has funding
available under its Gods in Minds: The
Science of Religious Cognition competition.
This seeks to promote the integration of
existing lines of research about how people
think about God and gods from the different
subdisciplines of the psychological, cognitive
and social sciences. Up to $250,000 is
available for projects of up to 30 months
duration. Online Funding Inquiry deadline:
1 October 2013.
I tinyurl.com/nnm4ox8
The EC Directorate-General for Justice is
seeking proposals under the Daphne III
action grants to prevent and combat violence
against children, young people and women
and to protect victims and groups at risk.
The priorities for this call are: Support for
victims of violence; Violence linked to
harmful practices; Children as victims and/or
witnesses of violence in close or intimate
relationships; Children as victims of bullying
at school; Perpetrator interventions and
victim protection measures; Prevention of
violence against children, young people and
women through projects targeting attitudinal
and behavioural changes in the context of
sexualisation; Awareness raising on violence
against women. Closing date for applications:
30 October 2013.
I tinyurl.com/qzlbun7

info

A team of four psychologists led by Joe Devlin at UCL has provided a scientific
answer to that perennial summer BBQ question – charcoal or gas? In blind tests
with over 100 participants they found that there was no preference for beef
cooked either way, although people told they were eating gas-cooked beef rated
their food more highly regardless of how it had really been cooked.

The Higher Education Academy (HEA) Mike
Baker Doctoral Programme provides funding
for HEIs to host a PhD doctoral studentship
for a project to develop pedagogical
knowledge and evidence-based practice in
higher education. Projects should be
discipline-specific and applications relating
to psychology and psychology-related
theoretical grounded work are welcome.
Applications should be made by supervisors
in HEIs that subscribe to the HEA. Closing
date for applications: 23 September 2013.
I tinyurl.com/7zc7sok

For more, see www.bps.org.uk/funds
Funding bodies should e-mail news to
Elizabeth Beech on elibee@bps.org.uk for
possible inclusion
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Smiling fighters are more likely
to lose
The day before mixed martial artists compete in the Ultimate Fighting Championships (UFC), they
pose with each other in a staged face-off. A new study has analysed photographs taken at dozens of
these pre-fight encounters and found that competitors who smile are more likely to lose the match
the next day.
Michael Kraus and Teh-Way David Chen recruited four coders (blind to the aims of the study) to
assess the presence of smiles, and smile intensity, in photographs taken of 152 fighters in 76 faceoffs. Fighter smiles were mostly
‘non-Duchenne’, with little or no
crinkling around the eyes. Data on
the fights was then obtained from
official UFC statistics. The
researchers wanted to test the
idea that in this context, smiles
are an involuntary signal of
submission and lack of
aggression, just as teeth baring
is in the animal kingdom.
Consistent with the
researchers’ predictions, fighters
who smiled more intensely prior
to a fight were more likely to lose,
to be knocked down in the clash,
to be hit more times, and to be
wrestled to the ground by their
opponent (statistically speaking,
the effect sizes here were small
to medium). On the other hand,
fighters with neutral facial
expressions pre-match were more
likely to excel and dominate in the
fight the next day, including being
more likely to win by knock-out or
submission.
In Journal of Cognition and Development
These associations between
facial expression and fighting
performance held even after
controlling for betting behaviour
by fans, which suggests a fighter’s smile reveals information about their lack of aggression beyond
what is known by experts. Moreover, the psychological meaning of a pre-match smile appeared to
be specific to that fight – no associations were found between pre-match smiles and performance
in later, unrelated fights. Incidentally, smaller fighters smiled more often, consistent with the
study’s main thesis, but smiling was still linked with poorer fight performance after factoring out
the role of size (in other words, smiling was more than just an indicator of physical inferiority).
If fighters’ smiles are a sign of weakness, there’s a chance opponents may pick up on this cue,
which could boost their own performance, possibly through increased confidence or aggression.
To test the plausibility that smiles are read this way, Kraus and Chen asked 178 online, non-expert
participants to rate head-shots of the same fighter either smiling or pulling a neutral expression in
a pre-match face-off. As expected, smiling fighters were rated by the non-expert participants as
less physically dominant, and this was explained by smiling fighters being perceived as less
aggressive and hostile.
Of course, the researchers are only speculating about what's going on inside the minds of the
fighters pre-match. It’s even possible that some of them smile in an attempt to convey insouciance.
If so, Kraus and Chen said ‘it is clear that this nonverbal behaviour had the opposite of the desired
effect – fighters were more hostile and aggressive during the match toward their more intensely
smiling opponents.’
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From 2009
Do you do voodoo?
In Perspectives on
Psychological Science
They are beloved by prestigious
journals and the popular press,
but many recent social
neuroscience studies are
profoundly flawed, according to
a devastating critique – Voodoo
Correlations in Social
Neuroscience.
The studies in question have
tended to claim astonishingly
high correlations between
localised areas of brain activity
and specific psychological
measures. For example, in
2003, Naomi Eisenberger at the
University of California and her
colleagues published a paper
purporting to show that levels
of self-reported rejection
correlated at r = .88 (1.0 would
be a perfect correlation) with
levels of activity in the anterior
cingulate cortex.
According to Hal Pashler
and his band of methodological
whistle-blowers, if Eisenberg’s
study and others like it were
accurate, this ‘would be a
milestone in understanding of
brain–behaviour linkages, full of
promise for potential diagnostic
and therapeutic spin-offs.’
Unfortunately, Pashler’s group
argue that the findings from
many of these recent studies
are virtually meaningless.
The suspicions of Pashler
and his colleagues – Ed Vul
(lead author), Christine Harris
and Piotr Winkielman – were
piqued when they realised that
many of the cited levels of
correlation in social
neuroscience were impossibly
high given the respective
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reliability of brain activity
measures and measures of
psychological factors, such as
rejection. To investigate further
they conducted a literature
search and surveyed the
authors of 54 studies claiming
significant brain–behaviour
correlations.
The search wasn’t
exhaustive but was thought to
be representative, with a slight
bias towards higher-impact
journals.
Pashler and his team found
that 54 per cent of the studies
had used a seriously biased
method of analysis, a problem
that probably also undermines
the findings of fMRI studies in
other fields of psychology.
These researchers had
identified small areas of brain
activity (called voxels) that
varied according to the
experimental condition of
interest (e.g. being rejected or
not), and had then focused on
just those voxels that showed
a correlation, higher than a
given threshold, with the
psychological measure of
interest (e.g. feeling rejected).
Finally, they had arrived at their
published brain–behaviour
correlation figures by taking the
average correlation from among
just this select group of voxels,
or in some cases just one ‘peak
voxel’. Pashler’s team contend
that by following this procedure,
it would have been nearly
impossible for the studies not
to find a significant
brain–behaviour correlation.
By analogy with a purely
behavioural experiment,
imagine the author of a new
psychometric measure claiming
that his new test correlated with
a target psychological construct,
when actually he had arrived at
his significant correlation only
after he had first identified and
analysed just those items that
showed the correlation with the
target construct.
Indeed, Pashler and his
collaborators speculated that
the editors and reviewers of
mainstream psychology journals
would routinely pick up on the
kind of flaws seen in imagingbased social neuroscience, but
that the novelty and complexity
of this new field meant such

mistakes have slipped through
the net.
On a more positive note,
Pashler’s team say there are
ways to analyse social
neuroscience data without bias
and that it should be possible
for many of the studies they’ve
criticised to re-analyse their
data. For example, one
approach is to identify voxels of
interest by region, before seeing
if their activity levels correlate
with a target psychological
factor. An alternative approach
is to use different sets of data to
perform the different steps of
analysis used previously. For
example, by using one run in the
scanner to identify those voxels
that correlate with a
psychological measure, and
then using a second,
independent run to assess how
highly that subset of voxels
correlates with the chosen
measure. ‘We urge investigators
whose results have been
questioned here to perform
such analyses and to correct the
record by publishing follow-up
errata that provide valid
numbers,’ Pashler's team said.
Matthew Lieberman, a coauthor on Eisenberger’s social
rejection study, told us that he
and his colleagues have drafted
a robust reply to these
methodological accusations,
which will be published in
Perspectives on Psychological
Science alongside the Pashler
paper. In particular he stressed
that concerns over multiple
comparisons in fMRI research
are not new, are not specific to
social neuroscience, and that
the methodological approach
of the Pashler group, done
correctly, would lead to similar
results to those already
published.
‘There are numerous errors
in their handling of the data that
they reanalyzed,’ he argued.
‘While trying to recreate their
[most damning] Figure 5, we
went through and pulled all the
correlations from all the papers.
We found around 50 correlations
that were clearly in the papers
Pashler’s team reviewed but
were not included in their
analyses. Almost all of these
overlooked correlations tend to
work against their hypotheses.’

read discuss contribute at www.thepsychologist.org.uk

From 2003
Seeing racism in the brain
In Nature Neuroscience
The more implicit racial bias
a white person showed against
black people, the more activated
the cognitive/executive control
regions of their brain became
when they viewed photographs
of black faces.
Jennifer Richeson
(Dartmouth College, USA)
and colleagues invited 15 white
undergraduates to complete
a version of the ‘implicit
associations test’ (IAT; see
Research in Brief, The
Psychologist, 16, 429) designed
to reveal underlying racial bias.
Subjects were asked to press
one of two keys when certain
words appeared on a computer
screen. A person with racial bias
would be expected to respond
more quickly when the same key
was paired with the words
‘good’ and ‘white’ than when
paired with the words ‘good’ and
‘black’. The same participants
were then invited to chat with a
black interviewer for five minutes

about the college fraternity
system and racial profiling.
Next they performed the Stroop
test (see Research Digest Issue
5, item 6), a measure of
cognitive control. Finally, within
two weeks, the students
underwent a brain scan while
they viewed photographs of
black and white faces.
The more racial bias
subjects displayed during
the IAT test, the poorer
their subsequent performance
on the Stroop test, and the
more activated the executive
control areas of their brain
became when they viewed black
faces.
The authors concluded their
results suggest ‘individuals with
high scores on subtle measures
of racial bias may put forth
additional effort to control their
thoughts and behaviours in
order to live up to their
egalitarian, nonprejudiced
values’.

This month we celebrate 10 years of the
Society’s Research Digest service. Digest editor
Dr Christian Jarrett has selected some of his
favourite Digest items from the past decade over
the coming pages.
Also look out for our 10th birthday
celebrations at www.researchdigest.org.uk/blog
Subscribe by RSS or e-mail at
www.researchdigest.org.uk/blog
Become a fan at
www.facebook.com/researchdigest
Follow the Digest editor at
www.twitter.com/researchdigest
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From 2008
The boy who thought 9/11 was his fault
From 2006
Why do we still believe in group brainstorming?

In Neurocase

In the British Journal of Psychology

Researchers in London have
documented the case of a 10year-old boy with Tourette’s
syndrome and obsessive
compulsive symptoms, who
believed the terror attacks of
9/11 occurred because he had
failed to complete one of his
daily rituals.
Mary Robertson and Andrea
Cavanna claim this is the firstever case reported in the
literature of a person believing
they were responsible for
causing a major disaster of the
proportion experienced in
America in 2001.
The boy – described as
‘extremely pleasant and
likeable’ and with good school
grades – was first referred for
consultation a year before 9/11
took place. As is characteristic
of people with Tourette’s
syndrome, the boy displayed
several forms of uncontrollable
tics, including excessive blinking
and vocal outbursts, and he also
showed obsessive tendencies
and attentional problems.
Robertson next saw the boy
two weeks after 9/11, at which
point he was in a terrible state –
‘tortured’, as he put it, by his
tics, and wracked with guilt,
believing that 9/11 occurred
because he had failed to walk
on a particular white mark on
a road.
This was just one of the
many rituals the boy had
developed during the course

So you need some fresh,
innovative ideas. What do you
do? Get a group of your best
thinkers together to bounce
ideas of each other? No, wrong
answer. Time and again
research has shown that people
think of more new ideas on their
own than they do in a group. The
false belief that people are more
creative in groups has been
dubbed by psychologists the
‘illusion of group of productivity’.
But why does this illusion
persist?
Bernard Nijstad and
colleagues at the University of
Amsterdam argue it’s because
when we’re in a group, other
people are talking, the pressure
isn’t always on us and so we’re
less aware of all the times that
we fail to think of a new idea.
By contrast, when we’re working
alone and we can’t think of
anything, there’s no avoiding the
fact that we’re failing.
To test their theory, they
recruited hundreds of students
and asked them, either on their
own, or in differently sized
groups, to think of as many
ways as possible to boost
tourism to Utrecht. Afterwards
the students in groups reported
feeling more satisfied with their
performance, and feeling that
they had experienced fewer
failures to come up with new
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ideas, than did the students
who had worked alone.
In a second study, Nijstad’s
team found further support for
their theory by showing that the
illusion of group productivity
could be undermined if different
members of a group had to
think of ideas for different
projects. In this case, the
students’ satisfaction with their
performance and their sense of
how much they had failed to
think of new ideas, resembled
the experience of students who
worked alone.
The researchers said ‘We
suggest that working in a group
may lead to a sense of
continuous activity. This may
provide group members with the
idea that they are productive,
because they feel that the group
as a whole is making progress,
even if they themselves are not
contributing.’
Other possible reasons for
why people continue to think
they work better in groups
include ‘memory confusion’,
the idea that after working in
groups people subsequently
mistake other people’s ideas
for the own, and ‘social
comparison’, the idea that in
groups people are able to see
how difficult everyone else
has found it to come up with
ideas too.

of the year. Others included socalled ‘dangerous touching’
rituals, including the need to
feel the blade of knives to check
their sharpness, and to put his
hand in the steam of a kettle to
check its heat.
Importantly, the researchers
said the boy’s beliefs about 9/11
were distinct from the kind of
delusions expressed by people
with psychosis, and instead
reflected an extreme form of
the anxiety that people with
obsessive compulsive disorder
often experience when they fail
to complete their rituals.
Fortunately, a mixture of
drug treatments and
reassurance (including
explaining to the boy that his
missed ritual actually occurred
after 9/11, given the time
difference between the USA and
UK), led to him realising that he
was not responsible for the
attacks.
Robertson and Cavanna said
this case study brings attention
to the way our modern media –
‘immediate, realistic, and
evocative’ – can lead to terrorist
attacks and other disasters
having harmful effects on
vulnerable people miles away
from the immediate
environment of what happened.
‘Only time will reveal the many
further psychosocial sequelae of
9/11, as well as the Madrid and
London terrorist bombings,’
they said.
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From 2005
Born already attached
In the British Journal of
Psychology
Psychologists are becoming
increasingly aware of the
importance of ‘antenatal
attachment’ – the bond formed
between a pregnant mother and
her unborn child. For example,
a mother’s degree of affection
for her unborn child, and the
amount of time she thinks
about it, can predict the quality
of the mother–child relationship
once the baby is born. Pier
Righetti (Conegliano Hospital,
Italy) and colleagues
investigated whether advances
in ultrasound technology that
provide enhanced fetal images,
would strengthen the
attachment formed between
parents and their unborn
baby.
Fifty-six women at 19–23
weeks pregnancy, and their
partners, were split into two
groups. Half attended a
standard 2-D ultrasound
appointment, and half
underwent a state-of-the-art
4-D ultrasound, which provides
superior imagery of the fetus,
including showing its
movements in real time. Before
the ultrasound, and then two
weeks after it, the parents
completed self-report
attachment questionnaires.
The strength of the
mothers’ attachment to
their unborn baby increased
significantly over the two-week
period, probably due in part to
the fetuses starting to kick
more during that time. However,
the quality of the ultrasound
made no difference to their
strength of attachment, and
the fathers’ attachment didn’t
increase over the two weeks
regardless of the ultrasound
technology.
The authors point out
that the improved ultrasound
could have psychological
benefits not tapped by the
self-report questionnaires
they used; that their research
should be repeated at other
stages of pregnancy, and
with a greater number of
couples.

From 2011
How walking through a doorway increases forgetting
In Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology
Like information in a book,
unfolding events are stored in
human memory in successive
chapters or episodes. One
consequence is that information
in the current episode is easier
to recall than information in
a previous episode. An obvious
question then is how the mind
divides experience up into these
discrete episodes? A new study
led by Gabriel Radvansky shows
that the simple act of walking
through a doorway creates a
new memory episode, thereby
making it more difficult to recall
information pertaining to an
experience in the room that has
just been left behind.
Dozens of participants
used computer keys to navigate
through a virtual-reality
environment presented on
a TV screen. The virtual world
contained 55 rooms, some
large, some small. Small rooms
contained one table; large
rooms contained two: one at
each end. When participants
first encountered a table, there
was an object on it that they
picked up (once carried, objects
could no longer be seen). At the
next table, they deposited the
object they were carrying at one
end and picked up a new object
at the other. And on the
participants went. Frequent
tests of memory came either on
entering a new room through an
open doorway, or after crossing
halfway through a large room.
An object was named on-screen
and the participants had to
recall if it was either the object
they were currently carrying or
the one they had just set down.

read discuss contribute at www.thepsychologist.org.uk

The key finding is that
memory performance was
poorer after travelling through
an open doorway, compared
with covering the same distance
within the same room. ‘Walking
through doorways serves as an
event boundary, thereby
initiating the updating of one’s
event model [i.e. the creation of
a new episode in memory]’ the
researchers said.
But what if this result
was only found because of
the simplistic virtual-reality
environment? In a second study,
Radvansky and his
collaborators created a real-life
network of rooms with tables
and objects. Participants
passed through this real
environment picking up and
depositing objects as they went,
and again their memory was
tested occasionally for what
they were carrying (hidden
from view in a box) or had most
recently deposited. The effect
of doorways was replicated.
Participants were more likely
to make memory errors
after they’d passed through
a doorway than after they’d
travelled the same distance
in a single room.
Another interpretation of
the findings is that they have
nothing to do with the boundary
effect of a doorway, but more to
do with the memory enhancing
effect of context (the basic idea
being that we find it easier to
recall memories in the context
that we first stored them). By
this account, memory is
superior when participants
remain in the same room

because that room is the same
place that their memory for
the objects was first encoded.
Radvansky and his team
tested this possibility with a
virtual-reality study in which
memory was probed after
passing through a doorway into
a second room, passing through
two doorways into a third
unfamiliar room, or through two
doorways back to the original
room – the one where they’d
first encountered the relevant
objects. Performance was no
better when back in the original
room compared with being
tested in the second room, thus
undermining the idea that this
is all about context effects on
memory. Performance was
worst of all when in the third,
unfamiliar room, supporting the
account based on new memory
episodes being created on
entering each new area.
These findings show how
a physical feature of the
environment can trigger a new
memory episode. They concur
with a study published earlier
this year that focused on
episode markers in memories
for stories. Presented with
a passage of narrative text,
participants later found it more
difficult to remember which
sentence followed a target
sentence, if the two were
separated by an implied
temporal boundary, such as
‘a while later...’. It’s as if
information within a temporal
episode was bound together,
whereas a memory divide was
placed between information
spanning two episodes.
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From 2004
Counting, the cost of a
numberless language
In Science Express Reports
Can we think about concepts for
which we have no words? Could
a tribe without numbers count?
Peter Gordon (Columbia
University) studied a huntergatherer tribe in the Amazon –
the Piraha – who have just two
numerical words, ‘hoi’ with an
accent and ‘hoi’, without,
signifying ‘one’ and ‘two’.
The 200 or so members of the
Piraha use a ‘one-to-many’
system of counting, in which
quantities above two are simply
referred to as ‘many’. The tribe
have no currency of their own,
but barter goods instead.
In a matching task, an
experimenter lined up some
batteries. A member of the tribe
was then required to match the
number in a line of their own.
They performed well when
there were two or three
batteries but much less so
for larger quantities.
In another task, a
tribesperson watched as sweets
were placed in a box whose lid
had fish painted on it. When the
box was hidden and then
revealed together with a second
box that had a different number
of fish painted on its lid, the
tribesperson could only identify
the sweet-filled box when the
number of fish to be compared
between box lids was less then
three; after that, performance
was no better than chance.
‘These studies show that
the Piraha’s impoverished
counting system truly limits
their ability to enumerate exact
quantities when set sizes
exceed two or three items’,
the author said.
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From 2012
Why do children hide by covering their eyes?
In Journal of Cognition and Development
A cute mistake that young
children make is to think that
they can hide themselves by
covering or closing their eyes.
Why do they make this error?
A research team led by James
Russell at the University of
Cambridge has used a process
of elimination to find out.
Testing children aged
around three to four years, the
researchers first asked them
whether they could be seen if
they were wearing an eye mask,
and whether the researcher
could see another adult, if that
adult was wearing an eye mask.
Nearly all the children felt that
they were hidden when they
were wearing the mask, and
most thought the adult wearing
a mask was hidden too.
Next, Russell and his
colleagues established whether
children think it’s the fact that
a person’s eyes are hidden from
other people’s view that renders
them invisible, or if they think
it’s being blinded that makes you
invisible. To test this, a new
group of young kids were
quizzed about their ability to be
seen when they were wearing
goggles that were completely
blacked out, meaning they
couldn’t see and their eyes were
hidden, versus when they were
wearing a different pair that
were covered in mirrored film,
meaning they could see, but
other people couldn’t see their
eyes.
This test didn’t go quite to
plan because out of the 37

participating children, only
seven were able to grasp the
idea that they could see out, but
people couldn’t see their eyes.
Of these seven, all bar one
thought they were invisible
regardless of which goggles they
were wearing. In other words, it
appears that the children’s
feelings of invisibility come from
the fact that their eyes are
hidden, rather than from the fact
that they cannot see.
Now things get a little
complicated. In both studies so
far, when the children thought
they were invisible by virtue of
their eyes being covered, they
nonetheless agreed that their
head and their body were visible.
They seemed to be making a
distinction between their ‘self’
that was hidden, and their body,
which was still visible. Taken
together with the fact that it was
the concealment of the eyes that
seemed to be the crucial factor
for feeling hidden, the
researchers wondered if their
invisibility beliefs were based
around the idea that there must
be eye contact between two
people – a meeting of gazes –
for them to see each other (or
at least, to see their ‘selves’).
This idea received support
in a further study in which more
children were asked if they could
be seen if a researcher looked
directly at them whilst they (the
child) averted their gaze; or,
contrarily, if the researcher with
gaze averted was visible whilst
the child looked directly at him

or her. Many of the children felt
they were hidden so long as they
didn’t meet the gaze of the
researcher; and they said the
researcher was hidden if his or
her gaze was averted whilst the
child looked on.
‘...it would seem that
children apply the principle of
joint attention to the self and
assume that for somebody to be
perceived, experience must be
shared and mutually known to
be shared, as it is when two
pairs of eyes meet,’ the
researchers said.
Other explanations were
ruled out with some puppet
studies. For instance, the
majority of a new group of
children agreed it was
reasonable for a puppet to hide
by covering its eyes, which rules
out the argument that children
only hide this way because they
are caught up in the heat of the
moment.
The revelation that most
young children think people can
only see each other when their
eyes meet raises some
interesting questions for future
research. For example, children
with autism are known to
engage in less sharing of
attention with other people
(following another person’s
gaze), so perhaps they will be
less concerned with the role of
mutual gaze in working out who
is visible. Another interesting
avenue could be to explore the
invisibility beliefs of children
born blind.
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From 2010
How to form a habit
In European Journal of Social Psychology
Habits are those behaviours
that have become automatic,
triggered by a cue in the
environment rather than by
conscious will. Psychologists
often want to assist people in
breaking unhealthy habits, while
helping them adopt healthy
ones. Remarkably, although
there are plenty of habitformation theories, before now,
no one had actually studied
habits systematically as they are
formed.
Phillippa Lally and her team
recruited 96 undergraduatess
(mean age 27) and asked them
to adopt a new health-related
behaviour, to be repeated once
a day for the next 84 days. The
new behaviour had to be linked
to a daily cue. Examples chosen
by the participants included
going for a 15-minute run before
dinner; eating a piece of fruit
with lunch; and doing 50 sit-ups
after morning coffee. The
participants also logged onto
a website each day, to report
whether they’d performed the
behaviour on the previous day,
and to fill out a self-report
measure of the behaviour’s
automaticity. Example items
included ‘I do it automatically’,
‘I do it without thinking’ and ‘I’d
find it hard not to do’.
Of the 82 participants who
saw the study through to the
end, the most common pattern
of habit formation was for early
repetitions of the chosen
behaviour to produce the largest
increases in its automaticity.
Over time, further increases in
automaticity dwindled until a
plateau was reached beyond
which extra repetitions made no
difference to the automaticity.
The average time to reach
maximum automaticity was 66
days, although this varied
greatly between participants
from 18 days to a predicted 254
days (assuming the still rising
rate of change in automaticity at
the study end were to be
continued beyond the study’s 84
days). This is much longer than
most previous estimates of the
time taken to acquire a new

habit – for example a 1988 book
claimed a behaviour is habitual
once it has been performed at
least twice a month, at least 10
times. In fact, even after 84
days, half of the participants had
failed to achieve a high enough
automaticity score for their
new behaviour to be considered
a habit.
Unsurprisingly perhaps,
more complex behaviours were
found to take longer to become
habits. Participants who had
chosen an exercise behaviour
took about one and a half times
as long to reach their
automaticity plateau compared
with the participants who
adopted new eating or drinking
behaviours.
What about the effect of
having a day off from the
behaviour? Writing in 1890,
William James said that a
behaviour must be repeated
without omission for it to
become a habit. The new results
found that a single missed day
had little impact on later
automaticity gains, suggesting
James may have overestimated
the effect of a missed repetition.
However, there was some
evidence that too many missed
repeats of the behaviour, even
if spread out over time, had
a cumulative effect, reducing
the maximum automaticity level
that was ultimately reached.
It seems the message of
this research for those seeking
to establish a new habit is to
repeat the behaviour every day
if you can, be prepared for the
long haul, and don't worry
excessively if you miss a day or
two.
This research has a serious
shortcoming, acknowledged by
the researchers, which is that it
depended on participants’ ability
to report the automaticity of
their own behaviour. Also, the
amount of data made it hard to
form clear conclusions about
the need for consistency in
building a habit. However, the
study provides an exciting new
approach for exploring habit
formation.
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From 2007
Humans can track scents like a dog
In Nature Neuroscience
Bloodhounds are unlikely to
be out of work just yet, but
researchers have found humans
can track a scent on the ground
in the same way that dogs do.
While humans are traditionally
considered to have a poor sense
of smell compared with many of
their mammalian cousins, the
new finding suggests this
reputation may be unfair [see
also ‘The exotic sensory
capabilities of humans’,
December 2012].
Jess Porter and colleagues
first observed that 21 out of 32
participants were able to track
a 10-metre trail of chocolate
essential oil through an open
field using their sense of smell
alone. By contrast, none of
them were able to track the
scent when their nostrils were
taped up.
Moreover, it seems this
latent ability is ripe for
improvement through practice.
In a second experiment the
researchers asked four
participants to practise tracking
scents for three hours a day, for
three days. Afterwards, they
were more than twice as fast at
tracking a scent, and deviated
less from the scent trail. Such
improvements needn’t end
there: ‘Our sense of smell is
less keen partly because we put
less demand on it’, Porter said.
‘But if people practise sniffing
smells, they can get really good
at it.’

Next, in a move that
opponents of animal
experimentation would surely
approve of, the researchers
used human participants to find
out more about how animals
track scents. They wanted to
know if such tracking is done
by comparing odour intensity
across the two nostrils, in much
the same way that sound is
localised by comparing across
the ears. Some have argued the
nostrils are spaced to close
together to be used in this way,
but it’s been a difficult issue to
research with even in the most
well-behaved dogs objecting to
their nostrils being blocked.
So 14 human participants
attempted to track a scent
either with one nostril taped, or
with both nostrils clear.
Accuracy dropped to 36 per cent
with a taped nostril (compared
with 66 per cent with both
nostrils clear) and speed
dropped by 26 per cent. Another
experiment used a special
device that combined airflow so
that both nostrils received the
same information: this was again
found to impair performance.
‘Here we find that
mammals performing a scenttracking task, freely able to
move their nose and sample the
olfactory environment in real
time, reap added benefit from
sampling via their two spatially
offset nostrils’, the researchers
concluded.
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